The DACA, International and Immigration Task Force

Notes from the September 7, 2017 Meeting

1. Jason Spradley from the Center for Student Involvement joined the meeting.
   a. Discussed joining forces with TF to host a campus wide event to have a dialogue and educate the AU Community on DACA. Also, possibly a sub group event for those who are DACA or may be affected directly or indirectly.
   b. Event Format Ideas: Town Hall, live streaming, open questions to community prior to event.
   c. Important to educate those on the distinction between DACA/Dreamers
   d. Diana and Jason will coordinate efforts to move event forward.

2. Confidential Allies Initiative
   a. 12 individuals agreed to participate. Names revealed. A formal training will be held for those who accepted. TF discussed hosting two training dates. One during the week and one during the weekend. Trainings will include legislative, legal, crisis management, counseling, reference guide and confidential components. Also QPR (Question, Persuade, and Refer) Training.
   b. Sidney to set up a Moodle module where documents and links can be shared for Allies.

3. Create a counseling center group for DACA students.

4. Taking Action – Contacting Legislators
   a. Sally will update Libguide with information on how to contact legislators.
   b. Campus wide post card event - encourage AU community to contact legislators by providing post cards. Perhaps having stations around campus.
   c. We can not instruct individuals who participate what to write on post cards.
   d. Template would have to be created. May need to contact UCOMM for design and branding.
   e. Get alumni community involved.
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